Registration-cum-accommodation Form
Indian Society of Coastal Agricultural Research (ISCAR) 11th National Symposium on
‘Innovations in Coastal Agriculture – Current Status and Potential under Changing Environment’
To be held at Bhubaneswar (ODISHA) during 14-17 January, 2016

1. Name of the participant: ____________________________

2. Designation: ____________________________________________________________________________

3. (a) Address for correspondence: __________________________________________________________________________

3. (b) Office address: ____________________________________________________________________________

5. Details of Registration & Accommodation fee
   (a) Cheque/DD No: __________, Dated: __________, For __________
   (b) Name of Bank & Branch: __________________________________________________________________________

6. Food: Vegetarian / Non-vegetarian

7. Arrival (official arrangements starts from the afternoon of 13.01.2016)
   (a) Date and time: ____________________________________________________________________________
   (b) Travel detail (Flight No / Train No etc): __________________________________________________________________________

8. Departure (official arrangements up to the forenoon of 18.01.2016)
   (a) Date and time: ____________________________________________________________________________
   (b) Travel detail (Flight No / Train No etc): __________________________________________________________________________

Fiber optics

Exhibition/Stall
Registration form for participation as sponsors (both technical and non-technical) for erecting exhibition stall during the Symposium.
We wish to Sponsor / Co-sponsor: Yes / No
We wish to Exhibit the Product: Yes / No
(Specify, if ‘Yes’)

Accompanying Person (s): Yes / No (Number: ____________________________________________________________________________)
Accommodation Requirement: Yes / No
Enclosed Demand Draft No: __________, dated: __________, for Rs __________ (in figures)
(Rules: ____________________________________________________________________________)
(Bank details: in favor of ____________________________________________________________________________)

Date: __________
Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________

Contact
Accommodation: Dr. A. K. Nayak (+91-9777402329)
Transport: Dr. S. K. Jena (+91-9437221618)
Session Coordination: Dr. A. K. Thakur (+91-9437205455)
Organizing Secretaries: Dr. B. Maj (+91-9432977219), Dr. S. Roy (Dwipasha) (+91-9661734679)
Co-organizing Secretaries: S. Mandal (+91-9437201770), P. S. Bhabanandi (+91-9777402329)

Local Organizing Committee
M. Das, PS, IWM
R. K. Panday, PS, IWM
S. K. Rautray, PS, IWM
S. K. Jena, PS, IWM
R. K. Gauri, PS, IWM
A. K. Nayak, SS, IWM

Accommodation: Dr. A. K. Nayak (+91-9777402329, e-mail: avanayak75@rediffmail.com)
Transport: Dr. S. K. Jena (+91-9437221618)
Session Coordination: Dr. A. K. Thakur (+91-9437205455)
Organizing Secretaries: Dr. B. Maj (+91-9432977219), Dr. S. Roy (Dwipasha) (+91-9661734679)
Co-organizing Secretaries: S. Mandal (+91-9437201770), P. S. Bhabanandi (+91-9777402329)
Convenor: Dr. S. K. Ambadi (+91-9777402329)
Major Themes:
1. Innovations in soil, water and crop management for enhancing production in coastal regions
2. Innovation in field, horticultural and plantation crops and forestry for coastal areas
3. Innovative management of aquaculture, livestock and allied activities for enhancing socioeconomic growth and income
4. Transfer of technology, livelihood improvement, women empowerment and impacts
5. Disaster management in agriculture with special reference to livestock in Odisha

Who can participate?
The participation is open to all individuals, researchers, teachers, students, organizations, NGOs, etc. who are engaged in the research and development of coastal agriculture and conservation of coastal agro-ecosystem.

About the Venue
The Bhubaneswar area is 5 km away from the Bhubaneswar city and is accessible by road. The nearest airport is Biju Patnaik International Airport located at a distance of 10 km from the Institute. The Bhubaneswar campus is well-connected by railways, roads and airways. The Bhubaneswar-Cambay campus is well-connected by railways, roads and airways. The Bhubaneswar-Cambay campus is well-connected by railways, roads and airways.

How to reach
The Bhubaneswar, state capital of Odisha state is very well connected by rail, road and airways. The Bhubaneswar-Cambay campus is well-connected by railways, roads and airways.

Call for Papers
Authors are requested to submit both the Abstracts and Full papers. The last dates for submission of abstracts and full papers are 15th November 2015 and 15th December 2015 respectively. The acceptance of the paper will be on the basis of abstract submitted and will be communicated as early as possible through e-mail only. Presentation of papers may be in the form of poster or oral and the decision will be communicated in time. Abstract of paper should not exceed one and half typed pages (page size 8.5 x 11", 12 point font, Times New Roman, double space, margin one inch on all sides). Conforming to the abstract, the paper should be submitted in PDF format in 12 point Times New Roman, double space, margin one inch on all sides in a single pdf file.

Accommodation
Accommodation will be provided to registered delegates on first come first serve and payment basis at ICRAR-CISB Guest Houses at nominal charges and in nearby hotels with prior intimation. For further details, please contact the Organizer, Dr. Bidhuta Shrestha (organizer@icrar-cisr.org) or Dr. Anil Kumar (anilkumar@icrar-cisr.org) on 0674-2301951. Accommodation should be made by 30th November 2015.

Registration
Registration fee is Rs. 2500 per person. For accommodations and other details, please contact the Organizer, Dr. Bidhuta Shrestha (organizer@icrar-cisr.org).

Important Dates
Date of 11th National Symposium: 1-14th January 2016
Last date for abstract submission: 15th November 2015
Last date for submission of full-length paper: 15th December 2015
Last date for receiving of registration (without late fee): 20th December 2015
Last date for submission of invited paper: 20th December 2015

Accommodation
Accommodation will be provided to registered delegates on first come first serve and payment basis at ICRAR-CISB Guest Houses at nominal charges and in nearby hotels with prior intimation. For further details, please contact the Organizer, Dr. Bidhuta Shrestha (organizer@icrar-cisr.org) or Dr. Anil Kumar (anilkumar@icrar-cisr.org) on 0674-2301951. Accommodation should be made by 30th November 2015.